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Abstract
People generally changed their voices to hide their identities for many purposes, for example to make
emergency police calls, for extortion and also for kidnapping. Disguise voice may be defined as an
intentional action of a speaker who wants to change his voice for falsifying reason. There is change in
values of fundamental frequency and pitch pattern before and after disguise voice. A comparison of
each disguise voice with normal voice was taken to put check on speaker identification and verification.
The results show that there exists a linear relationship between fundamental frequency and pitch pattern
for both normal and disguised voice.
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1. Introduction
It would be a great boon to society if speech based interface could be used to communicate
with machines in native languages specifically. Majority of population will get the benefits
of information technology if contribution of this sector cares for their native languages [1].
For instance, Speech enabled applications helps a lot in public areas such as railway stations,
Airports or tourist information centers by assist the customers with answers to their spoken
query. Presently Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is widely used for data entry with
voice or commands while employee’s hands are otherwise occupied. SR technology
recommends greater liberty to physically challenged persons in many ways. For example it
makes available a natural mechanism to support them such as voice enabled chair.
Speech recognition software is used for deaf people by automatically generated
conversations such as in conferences, class room lectures etc. This technology is very useful
for people having disabilities or injuries in their hands.
Through a number of experimental studies, [2, 3, 4] it can be said that articulatory and acoustic
bases of various consonants are now fairly well understood, though the details of some
specific aspects of individual language remain to be clarified. “English” remain the first
choice for most of the researchers for the purpose of study and easily available databases.
Instead of English, there are also other languages for which speech recognition is under
process by different feature extraction.
Speech recognition research work can be found for various Indian languages like Punjabi [5],
Kangri [6], Kannada [7], Tamil [8], Malayalam [9], Telugu [10], Bengali [11], Gujarati [12], Marathi
[13]
and Maithili [14]. For Punjabi, not so much work was done so far. Few researchers [15, 16],
[17]
have worked on segmentation of speech into smallest units (syllable like). In another
paper [18] on Punjabi language, authors studied speech synthesis architecture by make use of
Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
What is important for us in our study of speech is that acoustic signal is completely
recognizable; we can confine everything the listener perceive sounds in the form of a
recording and then measure whichever aspect of the signal that we want to know about. In
addition to recognition, even understanding of voice is possible when a recognition system is
combined with NLP (Natural language processing systems [19]. Keyboard, mouse and display
are main crossing point to exchange a few words with devices that are activated with the
assist of software. To convert an acoustic waveform into content equivalent to the
information being revealed by the speaker, speech recognition system is used [20].
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Many of behaviors felt by human beings can be detected
with analysis of person’s voice and speech. Even including
(i) Types of emotions (anger, happiness, stress, fear,
excitement, depression etc.)
(ii) Effect of external conditions ( drug intoxication)
(iii) Intentional behaviors (lie, disguise etc.)
(iv) Health states (cold/flu and fatigue).
Principle of disguise consists in modifying the voice of one
person to sound differently or like another person [21]
Following parameters help us to study voice disguise:
 Pitch,
 Formant frequency,
 Voice quality,
 Duration of segment,
 Dialect,
 Articulation,
 Prosody
 Others (Masking on mouth, objects in mouth etc.)
It is the purposeful change of perceived age, gender, identity,
personality of any person. This is also possible with help of
electronic as well as non-electronic voice changers. Our main
focus is to detect type of disguise and as well as original
voice if possible. It also involves voice transformation,
conversion and even alteration by machines.

2. Hindi Pitch Pattern
In general, Shape of tone and pitch of tone were used to
describe Hindi tone. When there are vibrations in vocal
cords, it will create reflection in fundamental frequency so
from here one can easily delineate tone shape [22]. In order to
determine various personality characteristics of individual
tones, it is necessary to get detailed decomposition of pitch
change.
2.1 Attainment of fundamental frequency and its
processing
While complex method used algorithm to extract
fundamental frequency and also considering the noise
resistance performance and other factors [23]. However by
applying either algorithm to get fundamental frequency or by
any other method, it is necessary to make use of software
(Praat) that can model, adjust the curve data at same time to
ensure smooth of curve and label fundamental frequency.
By selecting 10 sampling points to measure fundamental
frequency values from extraction.
Fig. 1 depicts fundamental frequency value at a particular
time with help of praat software. Some frequency value error
may occur near starting and ending position of fundamental
frequency band [24]. In absence of sudden flip, value of
frequency from spectrogram is correct. But this is not
applicable if point is free so one need to pay special attention
to this kind of signal.

Fig 1: Analysis of fundamental frequency value of PRAAT.

2.2 Pitch pattern curve fitting
From smooth pitch pattern observation and comparison one
can measure pitch of speaker and its characteristics [25]. By
considering starting and end point of pronunciation stability
problem, one need to do suitable correction.

syllables with four tones were taken. There were 8 corpuses
that included 400 syllables, numbered as I, II, III, IV for
normal and ID, IID, IIID, IVD for disguise voice of each
speaker respectively. Recording was done in a professionally
recording studio.

3. Experiment and Analysis
Different corpus from all speakers in their normal and
disguise voices were selected. We did analysis of change in
frequency value before and after disguise. Speaker
identification from different pitch pattern was done with help
of comparative analysis of all different pitch patterns.

3.2 Analysis of results
Pitch pattern for normal voices of four different speakers is
shown in fig. 2. These pitch pattern have different curve
pattern for instance, (a) and (c) are curved in end as
compared to (b) and (d). Furthermore, there is a huge
difference in blank area, which is formed by positive tone,
rising and falling- rising tone of each speaker (Table 2).

3.1 Corpus and design
4 speakers with disguised and normal pronunciation of 100
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Fig 2: Normal pronunciation representation based on pitch pattern.
Table 2: Upper and lower limit of falling rising tone

3.3. Analysis of fundamental frequency value with
normal and disguised voice
From statistical analysis, measured statistical standard
deviation is less than 0.05 for change in tone of four speakers
before and after voice disguise. The results shows that
fundamental frequency of normal and disguised voice has
strong correlation also have strong linear ratio between
change in fundamental frequency for both normal and
disguise voice.
Table 1: Average value and upper tone limit of corpus
Corpus
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Level tone with average
value
144
162.5
158.9
236.7

Positive tone of upper
limit
5.38
5.29
6.11
4.36

Corpus
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Upper limit of fallingrising tone
6.11
6.01
5.89
5.61

Lower limit of fallingrising tone
3.37
2.29
1.69
0.76

3.4. Normal and disguised pitch pattern of same speaker:
It can be revealed from fig. 3 and 4 that extractions from II
and IID attains same values. No doubt, there are very small
differences between these two patterns but this can be
neglected on basis of overall shape and comparative analysis
of each pitch pattern. Pitch pattern remains same before and
after camouflage, there may be chances of small differences
due to measurement errors. So we can say that speaker
identification method is applicable to disguise voice analysis,
too.
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Fig 3: Normal pitch pattern
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Fig 4: Disguised pitch pattern

4. Conclusions
This paper combines with tone pattern theory by make use of
praat and excel to realization of one’s pitch pattern. It can be
concluded now; Fundamental frequency values for normal
and disguise voice have a strong linear relation. Furthermore,
Pitch pattern of same speaker in curve shape before and after
voice change has a relation. Experiments results proclaimed
that, there is a clear-cut difference in pitch pattern between
different speakers.
5.
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